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Abstract 

Mail servers, FTP servers and webservers and any system which has the internet connection are vulnerable to the DDoS attack. 

Most of the existing defense mechanisms are unable to detect the attack. In this paper we presented the detection of DDoS attack 

in the FTP servers using Multivariate Correlation Analysis (MCA) for extracting the features of network traffic pattern. The 

proposed MCA based attack detection method provides the solution that it can able to find the difference between attack flow 

and normal flow by learning features of FTP attack at the server.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DoS attacks are described  as the computer or network that is unable of providing the normal services. DOS attacks takes place 

when access to a particular network resource or computer is blocked intentionally due to malicious activity performed by a new 

user. These attacks will not damage the data eternally but with intent cooperation of the availability. A DDOS attack use more 

number of computers to establish co-ordinated DoS attack on one or more targeted victim system.  Here the attacker multiplies 

effect of the DoS attack and uses client-server technology and also utilize the resources of many unaware computers that acts like 

the platforms of attack. An attacker regularly sends malicious programs on vulnerable machines. These compromised systems 

are said to be zombies and attack network is said to be botnet.  In  this,  attackers transfer control commands  to handlers,  which  

then  communicate  with  zombies  for  initiating attack. Analyzing the impact of DDoS attack is very important to measure the 

effect of DDoS defense mechanisms. The various websites such as yahoo, gmail, e-Bay are unable to provide the normal services 

due to weakness of internet that is vulnerable to this DDoS attack. Not only web servers, any systems which have the internet 

connection with TCP and UDP services such as mail servers, FTP servers are also vulnerable to this TCP and UDP flooding 

attacks. We have used this multivariate correlation analysis approach to detect DDoS attack on FTP servers. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

In this section we have reviewed some research papers by various authors related to understanding DDoS attack and various 

defense mechanisms and also measuring the impact of DDoS attack. 

In Christos Doughligris et. al [1], specified that, to fight with DDoS attacks better understanding of the DDoS attacks and 

various defense mechanisms is needed. So they have proposed understanding DDoS attack problem and various defenses 

solutions by having clear understanding of the attack problem. 

Survey is carried out by Rajkumar et. al[2], to compare DDoS tools and defense techniques that are developed over a period of 

time and preventive measures are implemented. 

In Monowar H Bhuyan et. al[3], they have presented different types of DDoS attacks, detection mechanisms and tools 

available for introducing attack. Various problems and probable solutions to those issues in wired network. 

Analyzing the impact of DDoS attack is very important in measuring the effect of DDoS defense mechanisms. As per Daljeet 

Kaur and Monika sachdeva[4], they have created one sample topology and generated background FTP traffic and launching 

different DDoS attacks using available tools and measured impact of attack on FTP server by using terms like throughput and 

normal packet survival ratio. 

As per J. Mirkovic and P.  Reiher et. al[5], Most of the existing defense techniques compare throughput and normal packet 

survival with and without attack. Some of defense techniques by J.Mirkovic, P.Reiher, have measured the packet survival ratio 

which is considered as most important because it noticeably shows effect of the defense mechanisms. 

Jelena et. al[5], have measured average number of unsuccessful transactions a parameter to measure the effect of DDoS. They 

have given threshold based method for measuring the traffic pattern.  It indicates poor quality services when a measured value is 

deviating from its threshold. 

Dipali A Kamble and Amrutha Amune[6],  have presented the DDoS attack detection method that uses MCA-based 

(Multivariate Correlation Analysis) detection techniques by extracting the association between characteristics of network traffic. 
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This MCA- based attack detection system employs abnormality based detection and provides solution for finding known and 

unknown DDoS attacks by understanding the patterns of legitimate network traffic. 

 Existing System 

Because of these DDoS attacks, existing defense mechanisms are lacking for preventing quality of service from weakening. 

There are number  of techniques have been developed to overcome DDoS attacks  but  still  it  is  very  hard  to  detect  and  react  

to  DDoS  attacks  due complex  network  environments and  also  it is hard to distinguish between legitimate and attack traffic. 

Hence we proposed a Multivariate correlation analysis method for detecting attack using Naïve Bayes classifier. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

To implement the proposed work, we had created a test bed for simulating FTP attack. FTP attack is launched from flooding tool 

to a server module. At the server, from normal and attack behavior, features are learnt and naïve bayes classifier is trained to 

classify if attack pattern or not. The classifier trained is then used to classify the attack. The proposed architecture for the DDoS 

attack detection is shown below. It includes of two methods. 

 Training System 

 Testing network traffic 

In Training phase, we will train the system for normal pattern by using normal profile generation algorithm. For training the 

system on normal behavior we will learn the following features of FTP attack at the server. 

1) Average No of failure 

2) Average No of failed files 

3) Average No of sources 

 
Fig. 3.1: System Architecture 

In Testing phase, Once we train the system for normal behavior we generate attack traffic and meanwhile we will collect the 

parameters and call naive bayes classifier to detect whether pattern matches the trained pattern or not. If the pattern is deviating 

from the normal trained pattern then classifier gives result as it is attack. 

 Algorithm for Normal Profile Generation 

 Step 1:  Input flooding of FTP packets. 

 Step 2:  Extracting the FTP attack features at server by observing the FTP attack patterns. 

 Step 3: Apply the concept of triangular area to extract the correlation between different features. 

 Step 4: Normal Profile Generation. 

 Naive Bayes Algorithm for Attack Detection 

 Step 1: Classify the incoming packets arriving based on the normal traffic pattern.  

 Step 2: Ready to classify new packet based on our formulated probability. 

 Step 3: Calculate the number of features in the packet relating to each traffic pattern. 

 Step 4: Finally classified result is produced by integrating both sources of information i.e., previous and to produce later 

probability. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We flood server with the FTP packets with normal flow and also with attack flow. The figure 6.1 shows the server receiving the 

messages under normal flow and also the features extracted after training the system for normal behavior is displayed in the log. 

 
Fig. 6.1: Packets receiving at server log 

We display the FTP stat for normal flow and attack flow. After training the system for normal pattern, under the normal flow 

the graph shows the number of real FTP packets is more than the number of fake FTP packets. Stat of FTP requests at server 

over a period of time is displayed as shown in fig 6.2. 

 
Fig. 6.2: FTP stat for normal flow 

Attack packet flows from flood tool towards server and the statistics during attack is displayed. Under attack flow, the FTP 

stat shown in fig 6.3 that the number of fake FTP packets is more than the number of real FTP packets. 

 
Fig. 6.3: FTP stat for attack flow 
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Then we will call naïve bayes classifier to classify the network pattern behavior. The attack pattern is deviating from the 

normal trained pattern and classifier returns the result as attack is detected and classified information is displayed in the log in fig 

6.4. 

 
Fig 6.4: Detection of attack 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have created a test bed for generation of Flood attack, using multivariate correlation analysis method and using 

parameters we train the system for normal pattern. We detect the flood attack from normal behavior using Naïve Bayes based 

machine learning language and once the attack is detected, it is printed on log for further action from the user end. 
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